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On the class of subdirect powers of a finite algebra 
By G. G R A T Z E R in Budapest 
1. Introduction. Let K be a class of algebras, Sp(K) the class of all algebras 
"which are subdirect products of algebras in K. I f K consists of a single algebra 91 
then we put 5^(91) for ^({91}) . 
In case K is an elementary class in the wider sense1) (K £ ECA), Sp(K) was studied 
by LYNDON [4]. He proved that S/?(K) is> IN general, not an arithmetical class in 
the wider sense. 
The simplest case of K£EC A is when K = {51}, where 91 is a finite algebra of 
finite order. This special case is discussed, but not completely settled, in this paper. 
1 will define a property (UN) which may or may not hold for a finite algebra 
91. The main result is that if 91 is a finite algebra of finite order and (UN) holds on 
9( then -SK91) is an elementary class, Sp(3l)eEC. 
A simple example will show that 5K91) ^EC may happen. 
Several known classes of algebras can be represented as 5^(91). I will list a few 
•examples:. 
(i) 91 is the two element Boolean algebra; S/?(9i) is the class of Boolean algebras; 
(ii) 91 is the two element lattice; 5/7(91) is the class of distributive lattices; 
(iii) 91 is the n element chain; 5/7(91) can be characterized and is in EC;2) 
(iv) 91 is a group of order p (p is a prime); 5p(9l) is the class of elementary 
abelian /^-groups; 
(v) 91 is the ring of integers modulo 2; SpQli) is the class of Boolean rings. 
References. Ad (i): [6] (STONE'S theorem); ad (ii): [2] (BIRKHOFF'S theorem); 
ad (iii): ANDERSON and BLAIR [1]. 
The content of the paper is the following: § 2 gives the notions and notations. 
The algebraic part of the paper is § 3 where theorem 3. 3 gives a necessary and 
sufficient condition for S3€5/?(91). Condition (UN) is introduced in § 4 and in 4. 3 
we show how to use it. In § 5 a first order formula is constructed. The main 
result is given in§ 6 (theorem 6. 1). A generalization of 6. 1 is given in§ 7 where some 
examples are given too. § 7 is concluded with a list of problems. 
I want to express my gratitude to Prof. R. C. LYNDON who read the manus-
cript of this paper and made several valuable suggestions. The metamathematical 
proof of 3. 3 and Problem 5 are due to him and are included with his permission. 
For the notions see § 2. 
2 ) The present paper was inspired by this very interesting result of ANDERSON and BLAIR [1] 
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2. Notions and notations. An algebra 91 is a sequence (A,f0,...,f ..) <a 
where A is a set and fy is an ny-ary operation on A, i. e. fy£AA"y and 0 ^ n y < c o . 
The sequence {ny)y<a is the type of 91, a is the order of 9(. An algebra 91 is finite 
if A is a finite set. 
In this note we will consider algebras of finite order, « Further, a type 
{ny)y<ci is fixed and every algebra considered (except when otherwise specified) will 
be of this type. 
With this type we associate, in the well-known way, a first order predicate 
logic with the identity symbol, without predicate variables, with the individual 
variables x, y, z, ... and with the operation symbols F0, ..., . 
We hope that the reader is familiar with the following notions: formula, closed 
formula; the validity of a formula in 91; elementary class in the wider sense (ECA; 
i. e. the class K of all algebras satisfying a given set of closed formulae); elementary 
class EC (algebras satisfying a single closed formula). Detailed information on 
these can be found in [7], [8]. 
We will need the notion of a partial algebra. It is a sequence (A,f0, ...,/,,, •••)y<a 
where fy is an ny-ary partial operation on A, i. e. fy(alt ..., a„y) is either not defined 
or an element of A. 
In building up the logic for partial algebras one has to consider a partial 
algebra as a relational system (A, r0, ..., ra-1) where ry is a relation of rank 
ny +1, r(alt ..., a„y, a„y+1) if and only if a„y + 1 =fy{ait ..., a„y), and to use the 
relational symbols R0, ..., Rx-t as non-logical predicate constants. These rela-
tions always satisfy the sentences 
( * i ) - - -0„ v ) ( J )00 {R y {x ! ; . . . , xny, y) A Ry(xx, ..., x„y, z) -y = z). 
I f 9(=<^,/ 0 , 1) is an algebra, BQA, then restricting the fy to B we get 
a partial algebra S3, which is called a partial subalgebra of 91. 
A congruence relation 0 on a partial algebra 93 is an equivalence relation which 
satisfies the substitution property whenever it makes sense, i .e . if fy(alt ...,any), 
fy(ai, ..., a'ny) exist and al=a,i(0)(] then fy(alt ..., an,) =fy(al, ..., a'„y) ( 0 ) ; 
the operations on A/0 are defined as follows: fy(at\0, ...,.anJ0) = b\0 if there 
exist elements a{, ..., a'„y, b' such that ai=ai(0) bsb'(0) and 
fy(ai, ..., a'„y) = b'. 
3. Subdirect products. We fix the algebra %={A,f0, . . . ,/a_i) , a<=co, of type 
(n0, ..., Ha_x), O^HyCco ( 0 S y < a ) . We assume that 91 is finite, with elements 
We would like to find a criterion for 33 £ S/>(91). The well-known result of 
B I R K H O F F [3] takes on the following form: 
3 . 1 . S3 € Sp( 91) if and only if for every x,y£B (x^y) there exists a homomorphism 
<p of 33 onto 91 such that xcp^yy. 
We will give a "local condition" for £ Sp(91). To formulate it we need 
3. 2. Let (p be a homomorphism of 23 onto 91. We can find a B, QB such that 
By has at most f(n) elements and 9t is the homomorphic image of S3 under (pBi, where 
cpBi denotes the restriction of (p to B,. Here f(n) depends only on n (the number of 
elements in A) and not on S3 and <p. 
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Let if and only if 
c=fy(bh, ...,bin) 
for some 0 ^ y < a , 1 S i j ^ n , where blt ...,bn are elements of B such that every 
element of A has an inverse image which is a b;. The number of such c with a fixed 
y is at most rf*. Hence /(«) = n"° + ... + n"*-' is certainly effective in 3 .2 . 
This f(n) is used in the following statement: 
3 .3 . 33 £ -Sp(9l) if and only if for every x, y d B (x^y) there exists a partial 
subalgebra 33 l of with x, y£B{, containing at most / ( « ) + 2 elements, and a homo-
morphism cp with 331(/> — 3( (xep^yep) such that whenever 232 is a finite partial sub-
algebra c/33 containing 33, then <p can be extended to a homomorphism ip o/332 such 
that 332<p = 21. 
The "only i f " part is obvious. Indeed, if 33 6S/?(2l) a n d x,y£B, x^y then 
by 3. 1 there exists a homomorphism tft with 33^=21, xij/ ^yi//. By 3. 2 there exists 
a partial subalgebra 33i containing at most /(/;) elements such that 3 3 ( i = 21. Let 
Bt equal B[ with x and y adjoined and cp be the restriction of ij/ to Bi. Then 
33195 = 3C is trivial as well as xep^yep. Further, if ByczB2 then 7p i .e . the exten-
sion of cp to 332 is simply the restriction of ift to B2. 
To prove the less obvious " i f " part of 3. 3 suppose that the algebra 33 satis-
fies the condition formulated in 3. 3. By 3. 1 we have to show that if x,y£B (.v ¿¿y) 
then we can produce a homomorphism iJ/ with 33^ = 21 (XI/J ^YIFT). By assumption 
we can find 33t and cp as specified in 3. 3. Consider the set P of all couples (6 , x} 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) & is a partial subalgebra of 33, containing 33 
(b) x is a homomorphism with &% = A ; 
(c) cp is the restriction of x to 33!; 
(d) if S i is a partial subalgebra of 33 such that CQCt and Q X C is finite then 
X can be extended to a homomorphism % of with C ^ — A. 
P is not empty since ( B , , cp)(LP.. 
We define a partial ordering ^ on P as follows: 
z')=<62, X2) 
if and only if the following two conditions are fulfilled: 
(e) 6 1 is contained in G2 ; 
(f) is the restriction of y2 to (S1. 
We want to prove that we can apply ZORN'S lemma to the partially ordered, 
set %—(P, To this end consider a well-ordered ascending chain in 
Let C— U CK There exists a unique mapping % of C which is an extension of all 
y<f 
Xy (y -</?)• We prove 
(^yjep. 
Conditions (a)—(d) are to be verified. Conditions (a), (b) and (c) hold for 
(&, x) trivially. 
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To prove (d) let 2) be a partial subalgebra of 93, containing 6 such that D\C 
is finite, say {di, ...,dm}. Consider the partial algebras S 7 with D> — C''{J {dt, ..., dm}. 
By definition yj can be extended to D>. Let Q(y) denote the set of all possible exten-
sions, i. e. an eg Q(y) is a horriomorphism of onto A. I f yt < y 2 then 
and the restriction of an eg Q(y2) to D'n gives an element of Q(yt). Thus a natural 
mapping p(y2, of Q(y2) into g ( j i ) is defined. Obviously, if yi<y2<y3 then 
P(73> yi) :P(y2' Vi)- Q(y) is finite, it cannot contain more than nm 
elements. Hence we may apply STEENROD'S theorem [5] to the system (Q(y))y<ci 
with the mappings p, and we get the existence of sy 6 Q(y) such that y, < y2 implies 
£y2p(y2, 7i) =Eyt • That is ey is a homomorphism of 3D"' onto 9( and eyi is the restric-
tion of sn to 3)'1 if y, < y2. Thus the limit of the ey is a uniquely defined relation 
e on D = U D>. Obviously, e is a homomorphism of 2) onto 21 and s is an extension 
of x, which thus verifies condition (d). 
By ZORN'S lemma there exists a maximal element 
<®. X> 
in I f b£B,b$C then x can be extended to a homomorphism x of with 
C' = {C, b} and (©', y_) were an element greater than ((£, 7). 
Thus C = B, and the homomorphism % is the one we were looking for. The 
proof of 3. 3 is complete. 
* * * 
In a letter dated July 14 , 1 9 6 3 , R . C . LYNDON gave a metamathematical ver-
sion of 3. 3. Since his proof is very interesting, I include his proof too. 
Lemma. Let 91 be finite, B1QB, and <Pi be any map from 33x into 91. If 
cannot be extended to a homomorphism <P from 33 into 91, then there exists some 
finite B2QB such that (1\ does not agree on B1f]B2 with any homomorphism <P2 
from 332 into 91. 
P r o o f . In an extended language with predicates Pa., l^Si^n, and names b 
for the elements of B, consider sentences as follows: 
Sb expressing that exactly one Pai(b) holds; 
Sy.hl,...,„,, ,„= A [ A pa„Xbd-rPf(ahi, ...№]. 
'' hi,...,hn 1 a i s i v ' " v y 
For B0^B, let S(B0) be the set of all sentences Sb for b in B0, and all Sybit hn 
for b!,..., b„y, b in B0 such that fy(blt ..., b„y) = b. Now S(B0) holds if and only 
if there exists a homomorphism & from 330 into 91 such that b$=at if and only 
if Pa (6). Let i>! be given. For Bq By, let Z)(6q) be the set of all sentences 
DbsPb^(b), for b in B(i. 
Now, has an extension to a homomorphism (p from 33 into 91 if and only if 
S(B)\J D(Bt) is consistent. I f this set is inconsistent, some finite subset is, hence, 
for some finite B2, the set S(B2) U D(B2) is inconsistent. This gives the asserted 
conclusion. 
4. The condition (UlN). 9i as in § 3. In order to formulate condition (UN) we 
need the notion "a system of equations over 91". 
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Let us fix a finite list of "unknowns": xt, ..., xm. Let Xdenote set of unknowns. 
An equation is 
(4 .1) f y ( y 1 , - , y „ y ) = y o - ( 0 ^ y < a ) 
where yt ( O s i ^ n , ) is either an Xj or an element of A (y^XU A). 
E . g . if n 0 = 2 then examples of equations are the following: 
fo(* i,x5)=x2, f0(a1,a2)=a3, f0(a5, x3) = xt, f0(a1,a3)=xl, 
and so on. 
A system of equations T = F(xl, ..., x„) over 21 is a finite set of equations of 
the form (4. 1). A solution of T is a mapping yj.X-^A (x-^xy) such that if (4. 1) is 
an equation in F then the relation 
fy(ya> •••,ynyx)=yox 
holds in 91, where y^—yi if J ; €A. F is unsolvable if it has no solution. 
The system of equations r' = r'(xh, ..., xit), t^m, is a consequence of 
r = r(xlt ..., xm) if using the equations in r and the known relations in 91 one 
can prove the equations in J\ 
E . g . if F — F(xl, x2) consists of two equations: 
fo(xl,x2)=al, f1(a3,as) = x1 (n0 = Ml=2) 
and we know that fi(a3,a5) = a2, then F' = r'(x2) consisting of a single equation 
fo(a2, x2)=a1 is a consequence of F. 
The algebra 91 is said to satisfy condition (UN) if there exists an integer N such 
that whenever r=r(xt,..., x„) is a system of equations over 91, F is unsolvable, 
then there exists a consequence r ' = , xu) of f which is unsolvable too, 
and for which t ^ N . 
We will list without proof what is the value of ATfor the algebras listed in § 1: (i) 
JV=2, (ii) N=2, (iii) N=n, (iv) N=0,(v) N=0. That is every algebra listed here 
satisfies condition (UN), for some N. 
4 . 1 . There exist algebras which satisfy condition (UN) for no N. 3) 
Let the algebra be of type (1), let n = 2, i. e. 91 contains two elements al,a2, 
and f0 is defined by 
fo(a1)=a2, /o(a2)=ai-
Now suppose that this algebra 91 satisfies condition (UN) and consider the 
following system r = F{x1, ..., x2;v+i) of equations: 
/oC^l) = X2 1 fo(.X2)z=X3, —, fo(x2pj) = i , /o(^2JV+l)— Xl-
r has no solution for if % were a solution and e. g. x^~ax, then x2x =/o(-*iX) = 
=/0(a1) = a 2 , similarly, x 3 x = a 1 , ..., x2N+lx = a1, and then the last equation gives 
f0(al) = al, a contradiction. At the same time any consequence of t containing 
less than 2N+1 unknowns has a solution, thus 91 does not satisfy (UN). 
3 ) Essentially the same example was suggested by A. HAJNAL. 
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Now we prove what is condition (UN) good for: 
4. 2. Let 9i be an algebra satisfying condition (UN). Suppose that 332 is a finite 
partial algebra, 33: a partial subalgebra ofk32, and <p a homomorphism of 33 ± onto 91. 
The homomorphism <p can be extended to 33 2 if and only if it can be extended to any 
partial subalgebra 333 of 332 such that Bi QB3QB2 and B3\B2 contains not more 
than N elements. 
The "only i f " part is obvious, therefore we prove the " i f " part. Suppose that 
the condition holds and let blt ..., bm be the elements of B2 not in Bx. 
We build up a system of equations T = T(x1, ...,xm) as follows: 
We consider the relations 
fy(c0, ..., c„y_1) = c0 
in 332. We substitute a bt by and a c ; by c^pThus we get an equation. T is 
the set of all such equations. 
E. g. if 
/ o ( V Ci) = C2 
holds in 332 (ct, c2e.B1; cxq> = a2, c2(p=a5), then the corresponding equation is 
fo(xi,a2)^as. 
It is now obvious that cp can be extended to 332 if and only if T has a solution. 
I f T has no solution then T has a consequence T' = r'(xit, ..., xit), tsN such 
that T ' has no solution. Obviously then if we consider 333, which contains besides 
the elements of 33!, the elements bh, ..., bh, we will find that q> cannot be extended 
to 333, contradicting the hypothesis. 
Now 3. 3 and 4 .2 give the following result: 
4. 3. Let the algebra 91 satisfy condition (UN). Then 33 € if and only if for 
every x, y£B (x ^y) there exists a partial subalgebra 331 o/33 with x, y £ 33t containing 
at most / ( « ) + 2 elements, and a homomorphism cp with 33^ = 91 (x(p ^ycp) such that 
whenever 332 is a finite partial subalgebra of 33 (B1QB2QB), B2 \Bi contains at 
most N elements, then cp can be extended to a homomorphism q> of 332 and 332<p = 91. 
5. A first order formula. 
5. 1. There exists a first order formula 
« P f o , . . . , * , ) 
free in the variables xit ...,xl expressing the following fact: ¿/33 is a partial algebra, 
and bit ..., bt are the elements of 33, then <P(blt ...,b,) holds if and only if 33 has a 
homomorphism cp onto 91 such that b1<p9ib2(p. 
The formula we are going to'construct is of the form 
(5.2) ( 3 y l ) 0 y 1 2 ) - 0 y b - ( . 3 y 1 ) . . . ( 3 y ' ! X $ i A $ 2 A ... A$5), 
where the (t>i contain no quantifier, (n is the number of elements in Si.) 
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The idea of the construction is the following: we want to describe a congruence 
relation 0 , such that let the congruence classes be {y\, ...,y}}, ... 
..., {yl, ..., y"). Then we have to guarantee that: 
(i) this is a partition; 
(») {y\, -,y?} = {xl. ...,*„}; 
(in) xi^x2{0)\ 
(iv) 0 is a congruence relation; 
(v) y'j-^ai is a homomorphism. 
Conditions (i)—(v) are taken care of by $L, <PS. 
(i) 0, expresses that y)\ =yf1 implies ii=i2, thus 
^ 1 , 2 1 , 2 1 .n 1 , 2 n-l , n yi^yi/^yi^yiA ... AyiT^yi Ay2^yiA ... Ayi 
(ii) every x f is a y\\ and conversely: 
$2'- =y\ VA'i = J 2 V ... VXt —yl) A ... A ( x , = j l V ... V X, = y!) A 
A{y\ = Xj v j l =X2 v ... VJ>1 =X,) A ... A(y" = Xi V ... V y" = Xt). 
. (hi) x ^ x ^ © ) : 
(xi =y\ A x2 =y\) V(Xi =y\ AX2=yl) V ... v ( x t =J>{ AX2=y1)\/ ... 
v(xi =y"~ ' A X 2 = y " ) v ( X 2 = y l A X i = y f ) v ... V (x2 = y"~ ' A X i = J ? ) . 
(iv) We want to assert that if bt =b[{0), ..., b„y = b'ny(0) and bj£b'(0) then 
not f1(bi, ..., b„J = b and fy(b[, ..., bhy) = b'. This is expressed by the conjunction 
of all formulas of the form 
(fy (y'h, •••> y'0 = y'j A/V ( y ' l , y'0 = y'k) 
for h^h'. 
(v) Now we would like y) — a, to be a homomorphism. This means that if 
e. g. f(av, ...,ani) = a3 then fl(y)t, j " ^ ) =>> holds for suitable . , . , j n i and p, 
further if fl(y)i, ..., y],', J is defined then it takes as value some y3p. 
In formula: 
/iOl> •••,y"')=ylv ...vfi(y{, ...,yi)=y?vfl(y\, ...,y"i) = 
= yf v ... vfi(yl, ...,y"')=yf. 
We take one such formula for each (in 2i valid) expression of the type 
fy(aY, ...,a„y) = ai and <P5 is the conjunction of all such formulae. 
6. The main theorem. Now it is easy to formulate and prove our main result: 
6. 1. Let 21 be a finite algebra of finite order satisfying condition (UN). Then 
Sp($l) £ EC. In other words, there exists a closed first order formula i¡/ such that ifr 
is satisfied by an algebra 93 if and only if Si is a subdirect power of 21. 
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Let 
( B ^ b . - . o ^ K - ^ x , - , * « ) ) 
denote the formula which we constructed in § 5. The formula ij/ is the following 
(*) (y) (3 yi) • • • (Byl)... Oylm+2) • • • Oy") • • • 
... (3 y"m + 2) (z 1)... (ZJV) (3 u {)... (3 u 2 + /(„)+N) • • • 0 u2 + /(„)+,v) 
(x^y^((3y\)... (3ynm+2)(<£/(„)+2,„(*, y, yi, . . . , J V C ) ) ) A 
A(3u i1y...(3u2+f(n)+N)(<p2+f(n)+N,n(
x> y>yi> —,ym, Zl, . . . , ZJV))A 
=WL vy\ = u\ V . . . VJ>1 = U 2 + m + N) A . . . 
• • • A (y'/C) + 2 = wi v ... v y"m +2 = 112+ /(„) + A'))), 
where /(«) was specified in 3. 2. 
The proof of 6. 1 is an application of 4. 4 and 5. 1. 
7. Generalization, counter examples, problems. A natural generalization of the 
main theorem is the following: 
7. 1. Let , ..., 2(„, be finite algebras of finite order, each of which satisfies 
condition (UN), K = {911, ...,at,„}. Then Sp(K) £ EC. 
Let V(x, y) denote the formula free in A- and y what we get from the formula 
!P in the proof of 6 .1 after omitting the first two universal quantifiers. Let ^¡(x, j ) 
denote the corresponding formula for the algebra 21,. Consider the following for-
mula: 
V: (x)(y)(x >') v ... v wm(x, >')))• 
Using the same ideas as in the proofs of 3. 3, 4. 4 and 5. 1 we can verify that 
this ¥ is satisfied on 33 if and only if 33 € 5y?(K). 
All theorems proved so far remain true if we replace "algebra" by "partial 
algebra". Even more is true. These theorems hold true for relational systems as 
well. Some changes are, of course, necessary (e. g. in the definition of (UN)); the 
details are obvious. 
7. 2. There exists a finite algebra 2f of finite order such that 5/7(21) $ EC. 
Let 21 be the algebra given in the proof of 4. 2. Let S be the following system 
of axioms: 
( * ) ( * ^fo(x)) 
(xl)(x2)(x3)((f0(xl)=x2 A/ 0 (A- 2 ) = A 3 ) -/O(A- 3 ) 
( . Y 1 ) ( X 2 ) . . . ( X 2 , I ) ( ( / 0 ( A - 1 ) = A 2 A/O(A-2) = A 3 A . . . A/ 0 (A- 2 I ) = X 2 ( + 1 ) - / O ( X 2 , + 1 ) ¿ ¿ X T ) 
Using 3. 1 one can verify that 33 6 5/7(21) if and only if Z is satisfied in 33. Thus 
5/7(91) 6 ECd. At the same time no finite subsystem of I is equivalent to I, thus 
5/7(91) € EC. 
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7. 3. Let 91 be an algebra of power x o . Then Sp(2l) (J ECA. 
Obviously, 93 6 5^(91) implies that the power of 93 (or 93 is a one element 
algebra) which (by the theorem of SKOLEM and LOWENHEIM) implies S/>(91) $ ECA . 
I f the power of 91 equals co then either Sp(20 £ ECA or not. 
7 . 4 . Let 91 be a countable field, then Sp(T)iECA. 
Indeed, suppose 6 EC then by the completeness theorem of the first 
order functional calculus (or by using prime products) we get that there are in 
S/>(9() fields of arbitrarily large power. Since these are subdirectly irreducible, we 
get a contradiction. 
A less trivial example is the following: 
7. 5. Consider co + co* + co as a lattice. Then Sp(m + co* +&)) (£ ECA. 
Indeed, if Sp(co + co* + co) where in ECA then co (being elementarily equivalent 
to co + a>* + co) would be in Sp(a> + co* + co) obviously contradicting 3. 1, since co 
has no homomorphism onto co + co* +co. 
7. 6. Let 9(j be the field of pt elements where px, p2, ... is the sequence of prime 
numbers. Let K = {9[ 1 ,2 [ 2 , •••}. Then Sp(K)$.ECA. 
The same reasoning as in 7. 4. 
Now I will list a few problems which arise most naturally. 
P r o b l e m 1. Let 91 be a finite algebra of finite order. Find necessary and 
sufficient conditions for Sp i ty^EC. 
P r o b l e m 2. The same for Sp(H)£ECA. 
P r o b l e m 3. What can be said about S/>(2t) if (i) 91 is finite but of infinite 
order; or (ii) 9t is countable? 
Find sufficient conditions for 5p(9[) <z ECA in these cases. 
P r o b l e m 4. 2 ( 1 , 2 ( 2 , . . . be an infinite sequence of finite algebras of finite 
order, each of which satisfies condition (UN). Let K = {2(1 ,212 , . . . } . Under what 
conditions is Sp(K)£ECA true? 
P r o b l e m 5. Does S/?(2i) agree with some S in ECA for all 93 of large power? 
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